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We formulate the finite-temperature relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov theory for spherical nuclei based on
a point-coupling functional, with the Gogny or separable pairing force. Using the functional PC-PK1, the
framework is applied to the study of pairing transitions in Ca, Ni, Sn, and Pb isotopic chains. The separable
pairing force reproduces the gaps calculated with the Gogny force not only at zero temperature, but also at finite
temperatures. By performing a systematic calculation of the even-even Ca, Ni, Sn, and Pb isotopes, it is found
that the critical temperature for a pairing transition generally follows the rule Tc = 0.6n(0), where n(0) is
the neutron pairing gap at zero temperature. This rule is further verified by adjusting the pairing gap at zero
temperature with a strength parameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
At finite temperature metal superconductors undergo a
phase transition [1]. While the notion of a phase transition is
well defined for infinite systems, finite many-body systems
also exhibit a phase-transitional behavior although surface
effects and statistical fluctuations tend to smooth out the
transition [2,3]. For instance, in a warm nucleus superfluidity
vanishes when temperature increases. This is easily understood
in terms of the shell model [4]. By increasing temperature
nucleons are excited from levels below the Fermi surface to
levels above, resulting in level blocking, and hence pairing
correlations disappear. Experimental evidence has been found
in the S-shaped curve of heat capacity as a function of
temperature, obtained from level density at low angular
momenta [5–8]. Furthermore, the critical temperature for the
quenching of pair correlations is found at Tc  0.5 MeV for
161,162Dy, 171,172Yb [6], and 166,167Er [7]. In finite-temperature
mean-field theory, the vanishing of pairing correlations with
increasing temperature occurs as a sharp phase transition at the
critical temperature. The critical temperature is calculated to
be Tc = 0.57(0) in the finite-temperature BCS theory with
a constant pairing force G [9], and Tc = 0.5(0) using a
simplified degenerate model [10], where (0) is the pairing
energy gap at zero temperature. The effects of statistical
fluctuations have been studied in the spirit of the Landau
theory [11–13], the static path approximation [14–16], as
well as the shell model Monte Carlo method [2,17–21].
Although large fluctuations appear for the nuclear system,
clear signatures of the pairing transition can still be found
even if the sharp phase transition obtained in the mean-field
approach is smoothed out [2,18–20,22]. It has been shown that
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the transition temperature calculated in the shell model is in
good agreement with predictions for the critical temperature
obtained in the BCS approximation [21].
The disappearance of superfluidity with temperature in
nuclei was first studied using the BCS theory, and the pairing
transition was predicted at the critical temperature Tc =
0.57(0) for the case of a constant pairing force [9]. Later the
finite-temperature Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (FTHFB) equa-
tions were derived [10,23], and their BCS limit was obtained.
The finite-temperature BCS (FTBCS) equations were solved
for a degenerate model, demonstrating that a transition from
a superfluid state to a normal state occurs with increasing
temperature, and the critical temperature was calculated:
Tc = 0.5(0) [10]. Consequently, the FTHFB model with
a pairing-plus-quadrupole Hamiltonian was applied to the
study of shape and pairing transitions in rare-earth nuclei,
and it was found that the critical temperature for the pairing
transition is in the interval 0.5–0.6(0) [24]. More recently,
the BCS or Bogoliubov calculations with self-consistent mean
fields have been employed to study pairing transitions in
hot nuclei. In the framework of nonrelativistic theories, the
finite-temperature Skyrme Hartree-Fock with the BCS pairing
model was employed to investigate the nuclear shell gaps
at finite temperatures, of interest for the astrophysical r
process [25]. The FTHFB method based on the finite-range
density-dependent Gogny force, which yields both the particle-
hole and particle-particle matrix elements, was applied in the
analysis of the behavior of nuclear shell effects, such as pairing
correlations and shape deformations, with excitation energy
[4,26]. FTHFB calculations with zero-range forces were also
performed in studies of pairing correlations in hot nuclei
[27,28], using the mean field obtained from a Skyrme force
and a density-dependent zero-range pairing interaction. Only
few studies based on covariant density functionals have been
reported so far. The finite-temperature relativistic Hartree-BCS
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theory with nonlinear interactions has been applied to a study
of the temperature dependence of nuclear shapes and pairing
gaps for 166Er and 170Er [29]. The temperature was also
included in the Dirac Hartree-Bogoliubov theory using the
Matsubara formalism [30,31].
Because for nuclei far from stability the BCS approximation
presents only a poor approximation, the relativistic Hartree-
Bogoliubov (RHB) model has extensively been used in studies
of nuclei far from β stability, including exotic systems with
extreme isospin values [32–44]. A number of interesting
structure phenomena have been investigated such as the
neutron halo in light and medium-heavy nulcei [33,45–47],
ground-state properties of deformed proton emitters [48], the
reduction of the effective spin-orbit interaction in drip-line
nuclei [49], shape coexistence phenomena in neutron-deficient
nuclei [50], restoration of pseudospin symmetry in exotic
nuclei [51,52], new magic numbers in superheavy nuclei [53],
and the occurrence of the halo phenomenon in deformed
nuclei [41].
Details of calculated nuclear properties depend on the
choice of the effective relativistic mean-field (RMF) La-
grangian in the particle-hole (p-h) channel, and the treatment
of pairing correlations. In recent years relativistic functionals
have been developed that are based on zero-range point-
coupling interactions [54–56], in which the traditional meson-
exchange RMF effective interactions are replaced by local
four-point (contact) interactions between nucleons. The RMF
point-coupling models produce results comparable to those
obtained in the meson-exchange representation [40]. Very
recently a new nonlinear point-coupling effective interaction
has been introduced [57] (PC-PK1) that successfully describes
properties of infinite nuclear matter and finite nuclei, including
ground states and low-lying excited states [57–60]. In partic-
ular, the empirical isospin dependence of binding energies
along either the isotopic or the isotonic chains is reproduced
by PC-PK1, making it suitable for applications in exotic nuclei.
This parametrization of the relativistic Lagrangian will be our
choice for the p-h channel in the present study. For the particle-
particle (p-p) channel the Gogny force is very successful in
the description of pairing correlations [61–63]. The results are
often used as a benchmark for more microscopic investigations
[64,65]. No cutoff parameter in momentum space is necessary
for this pairing force because of its finite range. Recently, a
considerably simpler pairing force, separable in momentum
space, was introduced [66]. It is carefully adjusted to the
nuclear matter pairing gap calculated with the Gogny force.
The new pairing force is rather simple so that matrix elements
in finite nuclei can be expressed as a finite sum of separable
terms, while at the same time the cutoff problem of other
separable or zero-range pairing forces is avoided. In the present
paper we employ these two forces as the pairing interaction in
the p-p channel. The validity of the new separable force will
be tested at finite temperature in a comparison with the Gogny
force.
In the framework of BCS theory, for both superconductivity
of metals [1] and superfluidity of atomic nuclei [9], a linear
relationship between the critical temperature Tc and the
pairing gap at zero temperature (0) can be derived with the
assumptions of a constant pairing force G in some energy
interval around the Fermi surface, as well as a constant
single-particle level density g with gG  1. The resulting
critical temperature is Tc = 0.57(0), determined by setting
the finite-temperature pairing gap to zero. In the BCS theory
only particles in time-reversed orbitals can form a Cooper
pair, whereas the more general Bogoliubov theory incorporates
additional correlations and thus two particles from different
single-particle orbitals can also form a pair. This could lead
to a higher critical temperature at which all the correlated pair
states are broken. In addition, because of the shell structure
of single-particle states the level density is not a constant,
so deviations from a linear relation between the critical
temperature and the zero-temperature pairing gap can also
be induced. It will be, therefore, interesting to investigate
in the Bogoliubov theory the relation between the critical
temperature and the pairing gap at zero temperature.
In this work the finite-temperature RHB (FTRHB) frame-
work for spherical nuclei, based on point-coupling functionals
with the Gogny or separable pairing force, will be formulated.
The newly developed approach is used to study pairing
transitions in Ca, Ni, Sn, and Pb isotopes, using the effective
interaction PC-PK1. In Sec. II the formalism for the finite-
temperature point-coupling RHB model is briefly outlined. In
Sec. III the thermal properties of Sn isotopes, as well as the
systematic behavior of the critical temperature for Ca, Ni, Sn,
and Pb isotopes, are computed and discussed. Finally, Sec. IV
contains a summary and a brief outlook.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The minimization of the grand canonical potential yields
the finite-temperature (FT) HFB equation. For the details of
the derivation we refer the reader to Refs. [10,23]. The FTRHB
equation in the quasiparticle basis reads
(
hll′ − λ − M ll′
−∗ll′ −h∗ll′ + λ + M
)(
Ul′k
Vl′k
)
= Ek
(
Ulk
Vlk
)
.
(1)
When nucleons are described as Dirac fermions, h denotes the
single-nucleon Dirac Hamiltonian, and  is the pairing field
which sums up particle-particle correlations. M is the nucleon
mass, and the chemical potential λ is determined by the particle
number subsidiary condition; i.e., the expectation value of the
particle number operator equals the number of nucleons. The
column vectors denote the quasiparticle spinors, and Ek are the
quasiparticle energies. The single-nucleon Dirac Hamiltonian
takes the form [54–57]
h = α · p + V + β(M + S), (2)
where the local scalar potential S and the time component of
vector potential V read
S = S + τ3TS3, V = 0V + τ30T V 3, (3)
respectively. The isoscalar-scalar S , the third component of
isovector-scalar TS3, the time component of isoscalar-vector
0V , as well as the third and time component of isovector-
vector 0T V 3 self-energies are defined by the following
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relations:
S = αSρS + βSρ2S + γSρ3S + δSρS,
T S3 = αT SρT S3 + δT S(ρTS3), (4)
0V = αV ρV + γV ρ3V + δV (ρV ) + eA0
1 − τ3
2
,
0T V 3 = αTV ρT V 3 + δT V (ρTV 3).
α, β, γ , and δ in the various spin-isospin channels denote the
coupling constants (adjustable parameters) that determine a
given effective interaction, such as PC-PK1. A0 is the Coulomb
field. The single-nucleon densities in the FTRHB theory are
computed using the relations
ρS(r) =
∑
Ek>0
V
†
k (r)γ 0(1 − fk)Vk(r)
+UTk (r)γ 0fkU ∗k (r), (5)
ρT S3(r) =
∑
Ek>0
V
†
k (r)γ 0τ3(1 − fk)Vk(r)
+UTk (r)γ 0τ3fkU ∗k (r), (6)
ρV (r) =
∑
Ek>0
V
†
k (r)(1 − fk)Vk(r)
+UTk (r)fkU ∗k (r), (7)
ρTV 3(r) =
∑
Ek>0
V
†
k (r)τ3(1 − fk)Vk(r)
+UTk (r)τ3fkU ∗k (r), (8)
ρc(r) =
∑
Ek>0
V
†
k (r)
1 − τ3
2
(1 − fk)Vk(r)
+UTk (r)
1 − τ3
2
fkU
∗
k (r). (9)
The thermal occupation probability of quasiparticle states is
defined by
fk = 〈α†kαk〉 =
1
1 + eβEk , (10)
where Ek is the quasiparticle energy and β = 1/kBT . kB is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
The pairing potential reads
ll′ = 12
∑
kk′
V
pp
ll′kk′κkk′, (11)
with the pairing tensor at FT,
κ = V ∗(1 − f )UT + UfV †. (12)
For the pairing interaction we employ two kinds of forces,
namely the Gogny force and the separable force. The pairing
part of the Gogny force has the form [63]
V pp(1, 2) =
∑
i=1,2
e−[(r1−r2)/μi ]
2 (Wi + BiP σ
−HiP τ − MiP σP τ ), (13)
with the set D1S [63] for the parameters μi , Wi , Bi , Hi , and
Mi (i = 1, 2). The separable force is from Ref. [66],
V (r1, r2, r ′1, r ′2) = −Gδ(R − R′)P (r)P (r ′) 12 (1 − Pσ ),
(14)
where R = 12 (r1 + r2) and r = r1 − r2 are the center-of-mass
coordinate and relative coordinate, respectively, andP (r) reads
P (r) = 1(4πa2)3/2 e
− r2
4a2 . (15)
The parameters of the separable force are determined by
reproducing the pairing gap at the Fermi surface (kF )
as a function of the Fermi momentum in nuclear matter
calculated with the Gogny force D1S. This yields the values
G = 728 MeV fm3 and a = 0.644 fm [66].
Using the solutions of the FTRHB equations, one can
calculate the pairing energy,
Epair = Tr(κ) =
∑
ik
(ikκik), (16)
and the averaged pairing gap,
 = Epair
Trκ
=
∑
ik(ikκik)∑
k κkk
. (17)
The entropy of the system is evaluated from
S(T ) = −kB
∑
i
[fi lnfi + (1 − fi)ln(1 − fi)] , (18)
and the specific heat is defined by the relation
Cv(T ) = ∂E∗/∂T , (19)
where E∗ = E(T ) − E(T = 0) is the internal excitation
energy.
The self-consistent FTRHB equations are solved in the
spherical harmonic oscillator basis. In this study all the
calculations are performed in a large basis of 20 major
oscillator shells. The mean field is determined by the effective
interaction PC-PK1 [57]. For the pairing interaction the matrix
elements of the separable pairing force can be represented by a
sum of a few separable terms in the basis of spherical harmonic
oscillator functions [66]. In practical applications it has been
found that this sum can be approximated by a finite value
N0 = 8.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Fig. 1 we display the binding energy per nucleon,
entropy, neutron radius, and charge radius as a function of
the temperature T for the nucleus 124Sn, calculated using
the effective interaction PC-PK1 in the FT relativistic Hartree
(FTRH) theory without pairing correlations and the FTRHB
theory with pairing correlations included. The relativistic
Hartree theory is also known as the RMF theory. In the FTRHB
calculation the Gogny force with the parametrization D1S is
employed in the pairing channel. Comparing the FTRH and
FTRHB results, one notices that these two approaches yield
the same results for the charge radius at all temperatures
T  2 MeV, because 124Sn is a semimagic nucleus with
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Binding energy per nucleon (a), entropy
(b), neutron radius (c), and charge radius (d) as a function of
temperature T for the nucleus 124Sn, calculated with the FTRH (red
open circles) and FTRHB theories (black solid circles), using the
effective interaction PC-PK1.
a magic proton number. For the other quantities with the
contributions of neutrons such as the binding energy per
nucleon, entropy and neutron radius, differences can be seen
at low temperatures. However, the differences obtained with
and without the inclusion of pairing correlations vanish at
temperatures T  0.8 MeV. Pairing correlations, therefore,
no longer play a role beyond T = 0.8 MeV, which implies
that a transition from the superfluid phase to the normal one
occurs at this critical temperature. This is further verified by
the evolution of the neutron pairing energy and pairing gap
with temperature in Fig. 2. With the temperature increasing
to T = 0.8 MeV, the differences between the FTRH and the
FTRHB results decrease gradually to zero as the correlated
nucleon pairs are broken, and finally the normal phase without
pairing correlations is reached.
In panel (a) of Fig. 1 the binding energy per nucleon
increases quadratically with temperature after Tc. This is in
accordance with the Fermi gas model, in which the temperature
FIG. 2. The neutron pairing energy (a) and the neutron pairing
gap (b) for the nucleus 124Sn as a function of temperature, calculated
in the FTRHB theory with the effective interaction PC-PK1.
dependence of the excitation energy is E∗ = aT 2, and a is
the level-density parameter [9,67,68]. The binding energy
per nucleon increases by 4% from zero temperature to T =
2 MeV, and correspondingly the excitation energy E∗ reaches
42.9 MeV at T = 2 MeV. In panel (b) the entropy increases
quadratically with temperature for T < Tc. The temperature
dependence becomes linear as soon as the transition to the
normal phase occurs, as expected from the Fermi gas model
in which S = 2aT . In panels (c) and (d) the neutron radius
and charge radius, respectively, show almost no variations
until T = 0.8 MeV and then begin to increase gradually.
The neutron radius increases by 1% from zero temperature
to T = 2 MeV, while for the charge radius the increase is only
0.6% because protons are constrained by the Coulomb barrier.
Temperature increase leads to the excitations of individual
nucleons to higher energy orbitals, including loosely bound
levels and even the continuum. This causes a small increase
of nuclear radii. At much higher temperatures, e.g., above
4 MeV, more nucleons enter the continuum, and the effect of
the nucleon vapor needs to be taken into account [69]. In the
present study calculations are limited to the range T  2 MeV
and continuum contributions need not be considered.
To display the pairing transition more clearly, in Fig. 2 we
plot the neutron pairing energy and the neutron pairing gap as
functions of temperature for the nucleus 124Sn, calculated in
the FTRHB theory with the effective interaction PC-PK1 and
the Gogny pairing interaction D1S. The pairing energy does
not vary much at low temperatures T  0.4 MeV, but then it
increases abruptly to zero at T = 0.8 MeV. Correspondingly,
the pairing gap displays a pronounced decrease starting from
T ≈ 0.4 MeV, and vanishes at T = 0.8 MeV. The critical
temperature above which pairing correlations vanish, i.e.,
Tc = 0.8 MeV, corresponds to 0.6 times n(0), wheren(0) =
1.33 MeV is the neutron pairing gap at zero temperature.
The disappearance of the pairing energy and pairing gap at
the critical temperature corresponds to a transition from the
superfluid phase to the normal phase.
FIG. 3. (Color online) The neutron pairing gap as a function of
temperature for selected nuclei in the Sn isotopic chain, calculated
in the FTRHB theory with the Gogny pairing interaction D1S (black
solid circles) and separable pairing interaction (red triangles).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The neutron pairing gaps at zero temper-
ature (black solid circles) and the critical temperatures for pairing
transition (red solid circles) in the even-even Sn isotopes, calculated
in the FTRHB theory with the effective interaction PC-PK1 and the
Gogny pairing interaction D1S. The scaled values of the neutron
pairing gap at zero temperature, 0.6n(0), 0.57n(0), and 0.5n(0),
are denoted by the blue (dotted), green (dashed), and yellow (dash-
dotted) curves, respectively.
To analyze the systematic evolution of pairing gaps with
temperature, we select several Sn isotopes and plot the neutron
pairing gaps as functions of temperature in Fig. 3. The
Gogny force and the separable pairing force are employed
in the pairing channel of the FTRHB calculation. In general,
the separable pairing force reproduces the neutron pairing
gaps calculated with the Gogny interaction, not only at zero
temperature but also at FTs for all nuclei analyzed here. The
same temperature dependence of the pairing gaps is predicted
by both pairing interactions. From the neutron-deficient 102Sn
to the very neutron-rich 170Sn, the evolution of neutron
pairing gaps with temperature follows a similar pattern, rapidly
decreasing as T approaches the critical temperature. For the
Sn isotopes shown in Fig. 3 the neutron number crosses two
major shells. In the major shell N = 50–82, the pairing gap at
zero temperature varies from a relatively small value ≈1 MeV
for 102Sn with neutron number just beyond the shell closure
at N = 50, to a rather large value ≈1.5 MeV for 110Sn with
neutron number near midshell, and then again to <1 MeV for
130Sn. In the major shell N = 82–126 we have also selected
three nuclei with neutron numbers near the shell closures and in
the middle of the shell, and the same evolution of pairing gaps
with neutron number is observed. Correspondingly, the critical
temperature displays the same dependence on the neutron
number as the pairing gaps. Tc is relatively large for nuclei in
the middle of the shell and small for nuclei near neutron shell
closure. Furthermore, it is found that the critical temperature
follows very closely the relation Tc = 0.6n(0), just as in the
case of 124Sn, where n(0) is the neutron pairing gap at zero
temperature. This is basically in accordance with the results of
the BCS theory with a constant pairing strength G, where the
critical temperature obeys the relation Tc = 0.57(0).
Figure 4 displays the detailed isotopic dependence of the
neutron pairing gaps at zero temperature and the critical
temperatures for pairing transition in even-even Sn nuclei,
calculated using the FTRHB theory with the effective in-
teraction PC-PK1 and the Gogny pairing interaction D1S.
For comparison, the curves with the scaled values of the
neutron pairing gap at zero temperature: 0.6n(0), 0.57n(0),
and 0.5n(0) are also shown in the figure. Within a major
shell, the pairing gap first increases as the neutron number
approaches the middle of the shell; then it decreases to
zero at the neutron magic number. The critical temperature
follows the same isotopic dependence and coincides very well
with the curve 0.6n(0) for the whole isotopic chain, except
for some very neutron-rich nuclei 160,162,164Sn. The largest
discrepancy between the calculated critical temperature and
the approximate empirical value 0.6n(0) is 0.11 MeV for
nucleus 162Sn. This is because for N = 112 there is a subshell
closure with the filling of the orbital 3p1/2, and the gap between
3p1/2 and 1i13/2 is about 2.6 MeV. This subshell gap is not
as large as a major shell gap so that the pairing gap for
162Sn does not vanish, but is considerably reduced compared
to neighboring nuclei. The occurrence of subshell structures
indicates that a constant level density within a major shell is not
a very good approximation, and this is reflected in the observed
deviation from the simple relationship 0.6n(0) between the
critical temperature and the zero-temperature pairing gap. In
the vicinity of subshell closures the pairing gaps can reflect
the underlying shell structures, whereas critical temperatures
always display a smooth variation.
Through the comparison between the microscopic Bo-
goliubov model calculation and the theoretical value for
critical temperature, we can see that Tc = 0.5n(0) calculated
from the degenerate BCS model obviously underestimates
the critical temperature, where working within the half-filled
degenerate single-j shell, which is similar as the seniority
model, shows a relatively poor approximation. However, Tc =
0.57(0) obtained from the BCS theory gives a much better
estimation of the critical temperature; however, it still slightly
FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as in the caption to Fig. 4 but for Pb (a), Ni (b), and Ca isotopes (c).
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underestimates the critical temperature calculated from the
Bogoliubov theory, and gives less accurate critical temper-
atures compared with Tc = 0.6(0). This underestimation
may be attributable to the fact that in Bogoliubov theory, not
only the state and its time-reversal state but also states from
different single-particle levels could be paired, and hence more
correlations are included, so higher temperature is required to
break all the paired states.
For Sn isotopes with the valence neutrons spanning the
two major shells N = 50–82 and N = 82–126, the critical
temperature closely follows the curve Tc = 0.6(0). To verify
that this dependence is universal for other isotopic chains,
and with valence nucleons in other major shells, in Fig. 5
we plot the neutron pairing gaps at zero temperature and
the critical temperatures for the even-even Pb, Ni, and Ca
isotopes. For the Pb isotopic chain the valence neutrons
occupy part of the major shell N = 82–126, and the whole
shell N = 126–184. For the Ni isotopes the valence neutrons
span the major shell N = 28–50 and occupy part of the shell
N = 50–82. For the Ca isotopes the major shells N = 8–20
and N = 20–50 are occupied by valence neutrons. Despite
the large interval of occupied valence shells, in all three cases
the isotopic dependence of the critical temperature calculated
using the FTRHB theory is accurately reproduced by the
relation Tc = 0.6(0).
To test the rule Tc = 0.6(0) in a different way, in Fig. 6 we
display the contour plot for the neutron pairing gap in 124Sn
as a function of the temperature and neutron pairing gap at
zero temperature. The latter is varied by changing the strength
of the Gogny pairing interaction in the interval 0.1 to 1.8
of the original value. The corresponding critical temperatures
and the linear relation 0.6n(0) are also shown in the figure.
It is interesting to note that the critical temperature closely
follows the relation Tc = 0.6(0) over a wide range of zero-
FIG. 6. (Color online) Contour plot for the neutron pairing gap
in 124Sn as a function of the temperature and neutron pairing gap
at zero temperature. The FTRHB calculation is carried out with the
effective interaction PC-PK1 and the Gogny pairing interaction. The
strength parameter of the latter is varied to obtain different values
of the pairing gap at zero temperature. For each value of the zero-
temperature pairing gap the critical temperature Tc is denoted by a
black solid circles, and the dotted line corresponds to the relation
Tc = 0.6(0).
FIG. 7. Specific heat for the nucleus 124Sn as a function of
temperature T , calculated using the FTRHB with the effective
interaction PC-PK1 and the Gogny pairing force.
temperature pairing gaps. Tc only starts to deviate from the
line 0.6n(0), and higher values of the critical temperature are
obtained, when the neutron pairing gap at zero temperature
exceeds 2.5 MeV. Therefore, we conclude that the relation
Tc = 0.6(0) holds over a wide interval of the pairing strength
parameters and the corresponding neutron pairing gaps at zero
temperature.
Finally, the specific heat for the nucleus 124Sn as a function
of temperature, calculated with effective interaction PC-PK1
and Gogny pairing force D1S, is shown in Fig. 7. The marked
discontinuity at the critical temperature indicates the transition
from the superfluid to the normal phase. At low temperature
the increase of the specific heat with temperature is nonlinear,
whereas a linear increase is calculated for temperatures
beyond Tc. However, in experiment the specific heat usually
exhibits a more smooth S-shaped behavior close to the critical
temperature, as compared to the sharp discontinuity obtained
in the present calculation. This is attributable to the finite size
of the nucleus and, therefore, thermal fluctuations need to be
taken into account for a more realistic description.
IV. CONCLUSION
The FT relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov theory for spherical
nuclei, based on the point-coupling functional PC-PK1 and
with the Gogny or separable pairing forces, has been formu-
lated and applied to the study of pairing transition in Ca, Ni,
Sn, and Pb isotopes. The FTRHB theory coincides with the
FTRH theory in the description of physical quantities such
as the binding energy per nucleon, the radius and the entropy
once the transition from the superfluid phase to the normal one
occurs. It is found that the separable pairing force reproduces
the pairing gaps calculated using the Gogny force not only
at zero temperature, but also at FTs. The same evolution of
pairing gaps with temperature is found for both interactions.
In a detailed calculation of even-even isotopes of Ca, Ni, Sn,
and Pb, it is found that the critical temperature for the pairing
transition closely follows the linear relation Tc = 0.6(0),
even with valence neutrons spanning several major shells. This
rule has been further verified by varying the pairing gap at
zero temperature using different values of the pairing strength
parameter.
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The formulation of the FTRHB theory provides a basis for
the further development of the FT relativistic quasiparticle ran-
dom phase approximation (FTRQRPA), which is a powerful
tool for the self-consistent description of electron capture andβ
decay in stellar environment. Although stellar electron capture
has been investigated using the FT random phase approxima-
tion based on energy density functionals, these calculations
have not included pairing correlations so far. Stellar tempera-
tures at which electron capture and, especially, β decays take
place can be below the critical temperature for pairing phase
transition. Therefore, for such processes pairing correlations
might still play an important role, and the development of the
FTRQRPA will be necessary for more accurate descriptions
of stellar weak-interaction processes. In the FTRQRPA model
one needs to work in the quasiparticle basis instead of the
usual canonical basis, and the use of point-coupling functionals
and separable pairing forces, introduced in the present work,
simplifies the implementation of this model.
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